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INTRODUCTORY

REMARKS.

THE {ollowirg letters
were Oligir;ally designed for the
friends to whom they are addressed,
This may account {or
the familiarity of' the style in which they are written. The
lmowledge here communicated, was acquired rolely for-the
benefit of the author's own family. In ofIerir:g it to the
public, she is actuated by the desire of doing good, more
extensively.
Exceptil,g a few remarks in some of our best
periodicals, r;othing on the subject of Calisthenics, has
hitherto appeared in am own country. The works which
ha ve been published in England and France, on the subject,
ha ve been consulted, and such exercises selected from them,
as were deemed woeful and suitable for ycurg ladies. Many
however, were rejected as teo rude and boisterous ; no
circumstances could render it necesmry, to adopt those very
vigorous exercises, which have been invented for boys, as a
part of a young lady's school discipline.
This little work is respectfully inscribed to MoniERs and
INsTRocTREssEs,with the earnest wish, that the subject may
receive the attention that it deserves, and that their efforts
in behalf of their daughters and pupils, may be crowned
with complete success.

LETTER I.

My

DEAR

FRIEND,

You have requested of me a plain account of
the fashionable exercises called Calisthenics.
In
complying with this request, I will endeavor to give
a full course of these useful exercises adapted to
schools or to families. Considering them, as I do,
an essential part of the present system of female education, I am anxious that their object should be
well understood, and that they should be universallyadopted.
It is next to impossible to introduce an improvement in Education, or indeed in anything else without meeting with opposition. Some fearless innovators will propose and attempt anything that suggests
itself to their fertile imaginations.
Instead of being
guided by reason, they launch upon the ocean of
improvement, without rudder or compass, and when
they think themselves "on the full tide of successful
experiment," they are only rapidly driving ashore,
where the wrecks of their absurd inventions, serve
l!
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not only as a warning to the too venturesome, but
as a terror and discouragement to the too timorous.
But Calisthenics have stood the test of experiment.
If the precepts and examples furnished by antiquity
are forgotten, the modem examples of France and
England have shown their utility. These exercises
have been there introduced into many schools for
girls and into private families, and are considered indispensable in the physical education offemales. A
few schools in our own country are beginning to
adopt them, but hitherto, they have had no manual
of exercises, and have therefore labored under serious disadvantages.
It will not be long, I trust, before the practice of Calisthenics shall be perfectly familiar to every female school in the United States.
Before entering upon the main subject of these
letters, I shall make a few remarks on the Physical
Education of young children.
" The indolence of mind, which is often the accompaniment of a sweet and easy temper, is, perhaps,
a more frequent cause of miscarriage in private education than any other. It is a deceiver which, under the specious appearance of uncommon goodness,
produces the most mischievous effects. To a person
of principle engaged in education, this easy indolence of temper is the greatest of all misfortunes,
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because it operates in such a manner as not to
alarm the conscience.?"
Alas, how many children have been laid in their
early graves because this baneful indolence prevented their mothers from knowing their duty!
It is
not neglect, nor want of affection of which they are
accused, but ignorance, which becomes criminal,
when it leads to such fearful consequences.
Every mother should be convinced that her chil-

dren require a great deal oj vigorous exercise.
They are as fond of skipping and bounding about
as other young animals. You might as rationally
attempt to restrain the sportive gambols of a lamb or
a kitten as of a healthy child. Nature has taught
those exercises which are most conducive to little
children's health and happiness, and there is no need
of other teaching. Keep them out of danger and
let them choose their own innocent sport. It is delightful to observe the graceful, unstudied movements of the little creatures while they are at play.
Their picturesque grouping, and beautiful attitudes,
have often called forth the admiration of the painter
and taxed his skill in imitation. Unfortunately, the
restraints of the school-room soon destroy this charming ease and sweet gracefulness. Sir Joshua Reynolds, whose pictures of children have been deserv• Hamilton on Education.
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edly admired, has somewhere remarked, that the
age of awkwardness in girls, commences with the
lessons of the dancing-master.
Dancing, though it
might be made a heathful exercise in after years, is'
unsuitable for young children. It renders their motions and manners artificial. It makes them constrained and unnatural in their gait when walking,
although they may be light and graceful in dancing.
It is often an irksome task to little ones to learn to
dance; when they are older, they will probably like
it quite well enough.
At the early age of which we are speaking, propriety of deportment should be insisted upon, but
no more physical restraint inflicted than is absolutely necessary.
Children who are confined to the nursery during
their earliest years, have not half the activity, and
probably not half the enjoyrnent, of those who
breathe the invigorating air, and partake of the merry sports of the country.
Do you not pity the poor things, when tricked
out in their infantile finery, they sally forth with
their nurse, for a dull walk '1 A walk, not for exercise, but for display. This is particularly the case
with girls. Paraded through the most public streets
and promenades, flattered by those whom they meet
for their beauty, they soon become belles in mini a-
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ture, delighted with admiration. Vanity needs no
such artificial process to bring it to full maturity;
it is no exotic; it grows spontaneously, luxuriously
in every clime.
It is a misjudging tenderness to keep children
from all eXpOSlll'eto the weather; to tremble 'lest
the gentlest winds of heaven visit them too roughly.' They should early be accustomed to face fearlessly a bracing north-wester, and bravely to meet
the cold of winter. A long merry race upon the
snow or sliding upon the ice, will put them into a
delightful glow of health and pleasure. None but
damp, or exceedingly hot weather, should confine
them within doors. " Many are the evils arising
from ill-judging' tenderness." "By the great attention that is paid to their accommodation in every
trifling particular, children learn to attach an idea
of importance to every personal indulgence, and
consider ease and freedom from pain as their birthright. They arc thus enfeebled by luxury from
the very cradle, and rendered totally unable to oope
with those hardships and difficulties which they
may have in after-life."
The dress of children should be plain and simple.
It should be made so as to leave their limbs in perfect freedom. Tight bandages, braces, and everything that cramps and confines the body, should be
2*
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most carefully avoided. The present mode of dressing', or rather denuding the shoulders of children,
is exceedingly injurious; many figures have been
entirely ruined by it. 'When their little robes axe
made to fall off in this manner, they acquire a habit of raising the shoulders and bringing them forward, in the vain endeavor to keep their dress upon
them, which often lays the foundation of deformity
and disease.
The materials of dress should not be too costly.
They incommode the little wearers by requiring too
much care and attention. It should ever be remembered, that moral, mental and physical education,
are indissolubly connected. Sweet tempers have
been spoiled, and strong minds weakened, and
health impaired, by this over-dressing system. We
may expect to meet with opposition on this head,
hom the" genteel vulgar," but those who have something besides wealth to recommend them, will not
regard so trifling a sacrifice for the good of their
children.
"The mother who would have her child superior
to vanity, must be superior to it herself." Sensible mothers will preferthe health and happiness of
their children, far before their appearance. A gay,
frolicsome child finds it extremely vexatious to be
constantly reproved when innocently amusing itself:
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"You'll tear your frock, child." "You must not run,
vou'll spoil your shoes." "Don't climb, you will tear
the fine lace from your dress." "You must not pick
the nasty flowers, they will soil your nice gloves."
Endless, indeed, are the cautions and prohibitions
by which the doll-dressed little creatures are annoyed. They should be taught to be perfectly neatthat neatness is next to the cardinal virtues ; but
farther than this, at the early age of which we are
"speaking, dress should not he made a matter even
for a moment's consideration.
The food of children, also, ought to be plain and
simple. A volume might, and ought to be written
on this part of the subject. I have only time for 11
few words.
Who does not hate the disgusting selfishness of a
pampered child? Who does not know that an indulged fondness for delicacies in childhood will inevitably lead to sensuality and intemperance in
after life ? Yet, how few regard it; how very few
make this the subject of conscientious examination.
Children naturally prefer simple food. The taste
for dainties is a factitious one. Nature never designed that the infant palate should be stimulated
by high-seasoned delicacies. They inevitably destroy the health. Parents should never offer any
sensual grat'ijication as a reward for good beha»-
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iour. Preserve the taste, simple and uncorrupted,
that plain wholesome food may satisfy the calls of
an appetite, rendered strong by health and exercise.
English children are generally much more hearty and vigorous than ours. Their round, rosy
cheeks, and cherry lips, are not produced by confectionary and high-seasoned meats. Milk, and a vegetable diet, are used for children in the families of
1 the most wealthy; they rarely taste meat. Amidst
• all the variety that luxury can furnish for the tables
of the parents, fortunately, the children are thus
temperately fed for several years. You have often
admired their sparkling countenances and brilliant
c0111plexions. What a striking contrast do they
form, to the puny, meagre, sallow little beings pampered with every dainty, and kept shut up in the
imwholesomc air of our larger cities! Here, the
foundations are laid, for almost "all the ills that
flesh is heir to."
Gladly would I enlarge upon this very important
part of Physical Education, but the limits I have
allowed myself forbid. I must close this long
epistle.
Yours, truly,
M.
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LETTER II.
My

DEAR

FRIEND,

In my former letter I have considered the subject of Physical Education generally; supposing that
the same course should be pursued with girls as
with boys. There is no reason why it should not
be the same in childhood, although it may differ essentially afterwards.
After the season of childhood' is past, then commences the mighty task of giving our daughters a
complete education.
How much is included in this
expression! Girls must have a classical educationthey must understand Latin and Greek-they must
be well skilled in the sciences; they must study the
higher branches of mathematics; they must speak
two or three modern languages. Besides, they must
be skilled in music and drawing-s-the former, alone,
will swallow up a quarter of their time, for some
years; and thcn, the other sex will .say, " If they
can't make a good pudding they are useless beings;"
therefore in addition to these acquirements, they must
have a practical knowledge of housewifery. And
this education must befinished at the age of seventeen or eighteen. The other sex go on with these
same studies, till on~ or two and twenty. If girls'
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mental acquirements must be equal, their accomplishments vastly superior, and they must be adepts
in domestic economy and all feminine knowledge
of which the other sex are ignorant-what
is the
inferenee? That their natural abilities are superior? But, who win allow this to be the fact?
Observe, my friend, I do not say that all these
things arc actually attctined, but that they are required and attelnpted in a complete education.
Do you ask if I would lower the standard offemale
education? Far be it from me to advance such a
heterodox opinion. Every woman should be thoroughly well-educated, and if possible, highlyaccomplished. But I am wandering a little from my subject.
" It is astonishing how many perish by what has
been called 'the disease of education.' Multitudes
die every year of this disorder.:"
Girls, whose constitutions have been rendered extremely delicate by their nursery habits, are placed
at school, and there stimulated to the most active,
constant mental exertion. Meantime the poor material of the physical system is entirely neglected
and forgotten. Unfortunately, as it would seem, in
their estimation, neither the ambitious parents nor
the anxious teachers, have it in their power entirely
" Voarino.
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to spiritualize the beings committed to their carebeings, wisely created, soul and body, in intimate
union. Nature, unwilling that her laws should be
violated, soon proclaims her rights. The body becomes inactive, weak, and unhealthy; and what
then is the mind worth?
It is a diamond, brilliant
and beautiful, hidden in a leaden casket: a rich perfume hermetically sealed. Do you not say, "Give
it light, give it air !"
In my next letter, I shall mention more particularly, the causes which render Calisthenics a necessary part of Female Education.
Yours, &c.
lVI.

LETTER

III.

I shall not attempt to give you a learned anatomical discussion, nor an elaborate description of that
delicate and beautiful machine into which the Almighty Creator "breathed the breath of life, when
man became a living soul." I am, however, firmly
persuaded, that it would be well for mothers to have
more knowledge than they now possess on this subject. If those who are expecting to fill the responsible stations of wives and mothers were to acquire
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a few plain and rational ideas on the subject, they
might in all probability find them quite as useful, as
some of their expensively-obtained accomplishments.
In order to learn something of the construction of
the human form, it is not necessary that they should
visit the anatomical lecture-room; enough might
be acquired from other sources, to enable them to
manage judiciously, those whose health and life are
committed to their care.
And here, my friend, I must remark, that in writing upon Physical Education, some expressions
must unavoidably occur, which to an over-scrupulous mind, may seem approaching to indelicacy.
It is impossible to explain the Calisthenic exercises
without some such expressions. But when the nature of the case produces this necessity, you will not,
I am sure, be sofastidious, nor so unkind, as to attach blame to the writer.
You complain, my friend, that your daughters
cannot sustain the immense burden imposed upon
them by their teachers; yet, you are unwilling to have
their tasks lessened. If they relax their efforts their
companions will get the start of them and soon leave
them far behind. They are, you say, becoming
awkward, crooked, and averse to all physical exertion; One of them, I am grieved to learn, has a
projecting shoulder-blade, occasioned by a slight la-
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teral curvature of the spine. Alas, my friend, this
alarming disease often makes rapid progress before
parents are aware of its existence. Many teachers
of girls' schools are entirely ignorant of the symptoms which indicate it, and of course are unable to
avoid the causes, or adopt the remedies for the alarming evil.
I will now mention some of the reasons why girls
are injured in health and person, during their school
education.
1. Close confinement to the school-roomfor too
many consecutive hours. Three, four, and even
five hours, they sit at their studies without interruption, or at best have only one intermission of a few
minutes length. Three hours is the usual period of
confinement, but this is too long. The physical
system is wearied, and in consequence the mind
loses its elasticity. Those who are older can sit for
several hours in succession without injury to their
health or spirits, but girls of the age of your daughters, viz. from ten to sixteen, find it exceedingly irk~Qj.ne,and very injurious.

2. The uneasy, uncomfortable seats used in
schools-those odious three legged stools. Perhaps
it is classical to sit upon a tripod! But, the poor
girls look Its if they were doing penance for SOme
flagrant act of disobedience.
3
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Those long benches, made of a single board,
which are used in schools for small children are also
extremely inconvenient.
The poor things are fi'equently punished for wriggling about when extreme
fatigue renders it impossible for them to sit still."
The seats for school-rooms should always have
backs to them.
Girls, when sitting before their
writing-desks, upon those ill-contrived seats, lean
forward and rest their arms upon their desks. In
this awkward position the chest is contracted, the
shoulders elevated and brought forward, the neck
bent over and the back as crooked as a bended bow.
Thus they sit for hours with their book before them,
growing into this inelegant shape. See, I have
made a drawing for you. It is not a caricature.

_._~
Fig. 1.

* Some of the exercises for Infant Schools might be introduced among
children from six to ten years of age, and some of the Calisthenic exercises
added to them, to make out a suitable system. Cbildren certainly suffer
very much by being confined so long without exercise.
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While writing or drawing, the position is equally
bad. The desk is often not of a convenient height.
It is believed that the writing-desk should be two or
three inches lower than the elbow when the figure is
erect, and the arm falls naturally at the side."
Seats for school-rooms should not only have backs
to them, but the bottom of the chair should be so
narrow, that the back may give support to the occupant without her leaning backward.
Neither
should the backs of the seats be very much from a
perpendicular;
an angle of a few degrees from a
right angle should be sought where the lines for the
back and the bottom of the chair meet. There is no
danger that such seats will increase indolence;
while studying, all physical fatigue should be avoided; every thing that troubles the body at that time
retards the progress of mind.
The same kind of awkward seat is used at the
piano. There, they cannot relieve themselves by
leaning forward, but they are wonderfully ingenious
in their expedients.
The spine, fatigued with the
support of the whole frame for hours, without any
external aid, is laterally curved for relief. I will explain this more fully. Look at the drawing.
One hip is projected, and the shoulder on the op* On this subject see some judicious remarks in the Annals of Education for August, 1830, and April, 1831.
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posite side thrown out, to favor the wearied back;
yet, to all appearance the girl is sitting erect, for the
double curvature makes her seem to be sitting in a

Fig. 2.

perpendicular attitude, i. e. not inclining her whole
figure to the right or left. But observe the line that
shows the true position of the spine. This is the way
in which it often acquires that frightful curvature."
* "A person seated upon a stool or ell air, may throw the weight of the
head, trunk, and upper extremities upon either of the hips, almost without
any apparent deviation of the spine from the perpendicular.
This is effected by drawing the spine to one side, and leaning the head and neck
slightly to the other. I am persuaded that in this manner girls often fest
themselves when writing, or when playing upon the piano and upon the
harp, though they arc thought to be sitting sufticiently upright. The right
hand, being in all these occupations, that which requires most scope for motion, gives rise to the right shoulder being raised, and in order to facilitate
this to the balance of the body being maintained on the left hip. The curvature that arises from these habits is thus directed to the right side, The
whole animal system partakes more or less of the baneful influence resulting from these sources, but the spine more particularly.
It is plain, therefore, that till the effects of natural emotion and of exercise are no longer
dreaded, we may depend upon meeting with delicate and twisted, or even
curved spines."-D'ltJ}in on I' Deformity of the Spine."
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Think not that I wish to create unnecessary
alarm. Many fair and beautiful creatures have been
sacrificed on the altar of that modern Moloch-music. Several instances of lateral curvature occur to
my recollection at this moment, which were undoubtedly occasioned by 'sitting in the manner above
described, at the piano.
3. Not only the uncomfortable seats of the schoolroom, but, standing too long in a class to recite,
has been productive of serious injury.
It is exceedingly fatiguing to stand for a length of time perfectly still in the same position. When obliged to stand
in this way, relief is sought by drawing up one hip
and leg, and resting the whole weight of the body
upon the other. Commonly, the right side is the
strongest, and being often called upon to sustain the
burthen, it becomes habitually more convenient to
give it all the weight. The muscles on the right side
increase in strength, while those on the left become
feeble and contracted. While in this attitude the feet
are both, seemingly, doing their office, sustaining
equal weight.
It is not at first easy to detect the deception. In a short 'time, however, the left hip will
be the highest, and the shoulders projecting and unequal. This has become of late so common a deformity that I heard it gravely asserted a short time
since, by a sensible, well-informed woman on other
3*
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subjects, that "people were never made with their
shoulders of equal size and height, or their hips either! She did not believe there was in existence
such a rare specimen of perfection, as a girl who was
exactly proportioned."
Could any thing more completely prove the alarming extent of this evil and
the necessity for a speedy remedy?
4. When released from the school-room, it by no

means follows that there is a release from intense
mental application. Study, study, study. Not a
moment can be spared for any thing else. The lessons for the morrow require constant mental application. The evening comes and finds the wearied,
torpid frame bending over the lettered page till the
eyes refuse their office.
When that exhausted
frame seeks repose for the night, the attitude is often
the very worst that could be chosen.
Consider how
yielding', how very flexible the whole form is at this
age; even the bones yield to external pressure.
All the mal-positions while sitting or standing during the day are confirmed and rendered habitual by
the twisted, distorted mode of reclining during the
night.
Those slight delicate figures, which, with
care, would grow into models of symmetry and
grace, are contracting irremediable deformity.
No
mother comes to watch over her sleeping darling and
prevent the dreadful evil. Her instructors, satisfied
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with having performed their duty by attending to
her moral and intellectual culture, have no farther
care nor anxiety. They err from ignorance, not
from bad intention.
Physical education has not
been thought of much consequence, till very recently. A few instructresses have taken up the subject
with much zeal, and deserve the thanks of the
community, as pioneers in this good cause.
5. Tight Lacing. So much has already been
said upon this subject, that it seems almost superfluous to add any thing more. Physicians have
raised their voices to the loudest note of admonition)
to "cry it down." 'Whoever it was that made a
wasp-form, almost no waist at all, the standard of
. female beauty, ought to be execrated. All the tortures of the Inquisition, have not equalled the selfinflicted tortures of the devotees of fashion." Look
at the united testimony of the most eminent physicians. Contracted chests, compressed lungs, curved
spines, &c., ending in consumption, that fell destroyerof the lovely, the young and the beautiful ones
of our land. Their efforts have not been altogether
unavailing; many have listened and obeyed. Those
who still turn a deaf ear to these oft-repeated warnings, must linger on, diseased, nervous, irritable be* As early as the year 1550 the female costume was so injurious, that
medical men advised" the discontinuance of corsets, and other bandages
calculated to disfigure the human frame."
1
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who have no enjoyment themselves, and give
trouble to their friends, or, they must soon lay
heads in an untimely grave.
The idea that it is unlady-like to be active
and healthy. The etiquette of society is opposed to
every thing like natural emotion. In fitting girls to
appear well in this society whose watch-word is
, gentility,' they often become dull and stupid; mere
automata. Constantly restrained from pursuing the
natural bent of their inclination for activity, they become lethargic, and have neither physical nor mental elasticity. They must all be tamed down to the
same spiritless specimens of prim perfection; like
the trees of old French gardeners, all cut by the same
stiff pattern into the same formal shape. And this
has been termed" improving Nature!"
Thus the
buoyancy of spirit and hilarity so natural and so becoming to the young, must be curbed with a tight
rein until it is entirely subdued.
Romps and hoydens are bold, disgusting creatures. We detest every thing boisterous and vulgar
in female manners; but most certainly, girls can be
indulged in the activity and sprightliness natural to
them, without losing one particle of that real delicacy and refinement of mind and of manners which
we would carefully cherish.
7. Fashion has had a pouierful influence -in
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producing some of the evils of iohich. we complain.
Of late, it has been fashionable to be deformed.
Wha; a tyrant!
More outrageous than Peter the
Great; he only made his subjects cut off their beards
which were useless incumbrances, and he met with
the most determined opposition. But the tyrant
Fashion, has proclaimed throughout her wide dominions, that it is elegant, graceful, genteel, to be
crooked, and numberless devotees bend to her de• cree, with unmurmuring submission.
Not long since, I remarked to a lady of high ton,
" Your friend Miss X. has a very pretty face, what
a pity it is that she is so round-shouldered, so dreadfully crooked." "'Crooked!" was the reply, "she
has only a genteel bend, a fashionable stoop; I assure you her figure is more admired than her face."
The young lady in question was more hump-backed
than her grandmother, a woman of eighty.
It has been said that all fashions have their origin
in attempts to conceal deformity. The bold inventor
of this fashion was quite original; instead of concealing an ugly form, she artfully led others to admire and to imitate.
'I'hose who were "made
uprigli: have sought out many inventions."
" My dear Madam," said a young lady who was
reproved for spoiling an exquisite form by stooping
forward, "My dear madam, you mistake what is
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intentional, for carelessness, or accident; we have
high authority for this fashion; it is the true Grecian bend. Do you not observe that all the French
costumes have the figures gracefully stooping? How
we should look, bolt-upright, prim as the dames of
starched Queen Bess!" "My dear child," replied
her judicous mother, « you have no right to mar,
what your benevolent Creator has well made. Man
is distinguished from the brute creation by an erect
form looking heavenward. Let us preserve it; there
is no danger that in so doing, you will become either
ugly or ungraceful."
But who can stem the torrent of fashionable folly? You might as well attempt to ascend resistless
Niagara in the light skiff of the Lady of the Lake.
Yours, &c.

IVI.

LETTER IV.
After candidly considering the evils which I have
hastily enumerated, you are doubtless convinced
that they call for remedy. I will now attempt to
show you how Calisthenics are designed to arrest
these evils. I hope to be able to prove to you that
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they are precisely what we need to meet the necessities of the case. They are recommended by
an able writer on curvature of the spine, in the
following manner, viz.-" Well-regulated exercises,
then, are desirable. Such are the Calisthenics. -,
When first introduced into this country, (England)
they were of much too violent and athletic a kind;
but through judgment and experience, are now reduced to a series of graceful, dignified and natural
movements, admirably adapted to promote an equable developement of the physical powers, and to call
into action in regular succession, every part of the
muscular system?"
The word Calisthenics, as you probably know, is
derived from two Greek words, signifying strength
and beauty.
1. They bring every part of the system into action.
2. Expand the chest.
3. Bring down the shoulders.
4. Make the form erect.
* Duffin on Deformity of the Spine"-an excellent little work, which
has been re-published in this country. After this recommendation of Calisthenics, this sensible writer says: "It is truly ludicrous to see with, what
arrogant presumption certain individnals} who tunre a particular end to
serve, and whose interests are likely to be injured by a general approval of
the exercises, endeavor to identify the graceful movements they are calculated to impart, with the contortions and grimaces of mountebanks and
tumblers."
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5.
6.
7.
8.

Give grace to motion.
Increase muscular strength.
Give a light elastic step in walking.
Restore the distorted or weakened members of
the system.
9. Prevent tight lacing.
10. Promote cheerfulness,
11. Render the mind more active.
12. They are conducive to general health.
This you will think a formidable array of arguments. In order to show you the exercises, I must
resort to drawings, which, after all, give you a very
inadequate idea, since it is motion, more than position, that you ought to have in mind.
The apparatus used in Calisthenics, consists of
the oscillator; the triangle; the patent spring;
wands; weights, bells, &c.
In describing these machines and their application,
I will follow the order marked out above, when enumerating the advantages of Calisthenics.
1st. Those exercises which bring every part of
the system into vigorous action.
EXERCISES

UPON THE

TRIANGLE.

The Triangle which is represented on the next
page, is thus formed:
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Fig. 3.

A strong' iron staple a. is firmly fixed into one of
the beams over head; in this is an iron ring, b. The
sticks c. and d. are fastened by ropes. The upper
triangle has the ropes passed through the iron ring;
the under one, is fastened by ropes to the stick c.
These sticks are round, of a convenient size to hold
in the hand, and have large knobs at the ends, to
prevent the rope from slipping off. There are several exercises upon the Triangle.

4
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1. The straight-forward

slide.

Fig. 4.

Taking
hold of the lower stick, the performer
slides forward, till the whole weight of the body rests
upon the hands and toes. Then, she slowly rises
in this manner.
(See Fig. 5.) In so doing, the

Fig. 5.
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body is bent backwards, the chest expanded, and
all the muscles brought into action.
2. The circular slide.
The stick of the lower triangle is held out as far
as possible, and a circle described by walking quickly around; then the feet are fixed firmly in the centre, and the body swings round from the impetu
acquired in describing the circle. This is a delightful exercise. There is some difficulty at first, in
keeping the feet firmly fixed upon the floor, and
yielding the body to the motion in a circle, but this
is soon acquired by practice.
3. The swing.

Fig. 6.

Both hands grasp firmly the upper stick, the feet
are raised from the floor, and the body swings back-
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ward and forward. This should not be attempted
till the other exercises have become quite easy, as it
will be found much more fatiguing than the two
former. There are several other exercises upon the
'Triangle, but I will not detain you with a description, as those which I have mentioned are the most
important.

LETTER

V.

The next exercises, in the order that I have arranged them, are,

2d. Those which Expand the Chest.
I will here take occasion to remark, that although
the exercises thus arranged may be more particularly conducive to effect the end specified, under each
head, yet, that they are by no means limited to that
object; for instance, those which I am about to describe are peculiarly important in expanding the
chest, but they at the same time, bring into muscular action other parts of the system. The Triangle,
also, is extremely useful in giving expansion to the
chest, although I have described it under another
head.

CALISTHENICS.
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Bamboo, or other light smooth canes, about four
feet long, are used for this purpose.

Fig. 8.

Fig. 7.

-

Fig. 9.

The cane, or wand, as we call it, is first held in
the hands, as in fig. 7, then raised with a good deal
of force to the full length of the arms, as in fig. 8,
and then brought down behind, fig. 9. It is then
restored by one motion, to the position, fig. 7. This
must be practiced slowly till the movement can be
made with perfect ease and grace, and then the rapidity may be increased.
During this exercise, the
performer must stand very erect, with her feet in the
first position. In passing the wand over the head,
care must be taken not to stoop, and in avoiding
this, not to hold the head in a stiff; unnatural man..

4*
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ner. The wand may, for the sake of variety, be
g~'asped in the hands with the fingers upwards, as
in fig. 10; but the mode first described, with the
knuckles outward, (fig. 7) is decidedly the best.

Fig. 10.

Fig.H.

Fig. 12.

The next exercise with the wand is represented
in fig. 11. Hold it with the knuckles outward, then
bring it perpendicular with the body, the right hand
just above the forehead, then reverse it quickly,
bringing the left hand into the same place.
Fig. 12. This is like measuring the full length of
each arm, alternately with the wand; the back of
the hand that is not extended, should be placed upon the chest. The arms should be extended quickly and with much force.
This same motion may be made with the wand
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passed over the head and held horizontally
two inches below the top of the shoulders.

about

"

o~-::- ... ~
Fig. 13.

,
Fig. 15.

Fig. 14.

Fig. 13. This is an excellent mode of bringing
back the shoulders and expanding the chest. Place
the palms of the hands together and hold them about
as high as the waist; then swing them rapidly and
touch the backs of the hands together behind. This
is repeated several times.
Fig. 14. The rotatory motion of the arms. One
hand describes a circle, slowly moving the arm backward, then the other arm in the same manner, then
both together,
in fig. 15.

as

3d. The Exercises to bring down the Shoulders.
The very bad and awkward habit of raising the
shoulders, is often contracted at school. Girls who
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are indolent, often throw a shawl carelessly about
them, to avoid the trouble of making their toilette
in the morning; thus enveloped, they come down
to breakfast, shrugging up their shoulders, especially in winter; thus, too, they study in their rooms
for hours together. The shoulders soon entirely lose
that graceful fall, that beautiful slope so universally
admired in the female figure.
'rUE

Fig. 16.

WEIGHT

EXERCISES.

Fig. 17.

Fig. 18.

In the exercise to this purpose, viz. giving a fine
slope to the shoulders, weights are used.,l'hey
may
be of lead, iron, or of tin filled with sana, like clock
weights. They should weigh from four to five
pounds; I think never more than five. They are
used in some schools as heavy as eight or nine
pounds; but it is not only fatiguing to exercise with
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them, but for young girls, positively injurious.

The

form, of clock weights, as well as the size, is very
suitable. They should be covered with thick cloth;
it renders them more pleasant and easy to handle.
Fig. 16. One weight is taken in the right hand
and swung around, just touching the left hand before, then it is passed around, describing a circle, till
it touches the same hand behind; then in the left
hand, in the same manner.
Fig. 17. Two weights are raised as high as the
chest and brought together there, they are then passed slowly behind, so as to meet, as in fig. 18.
Dumb-bells, made as afterwards described, are better
for this purpose than plain weights.

Fig. 19.

Fig. 20.

Fig.;H.

Fig. 19. Marching slowly with one weight held
in this manner for five or ten minutes, is a good ex-
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ercise when somewhat fatigued with the more active movements.
Fig. 20. This exercise consists in placing the
hands as in the plate, (with or without weights) and
letting them fall, or rather, giving them a sudden
jerk to bring them down; raising and letting them
fall a number of times in this manner. (Fig. 21.)
4th. The Exercises to make the figure Erect.
Marching with a book balanced upon the head;
a large octavo is a suitable size. Some books will
do better for the outside of the head than the inside.
If you happen to have an unlucky volume which
has .remained in your library these ten years with
the pages uncut, it may now do good service. This
exercise is recommended in "the Little Girl's Own
Book," which by the way, you would do well to
purchase. It has afforded my own little girls a great
deal of amusement and instruction. The author
says, that" the lower orders of Egyptian women
are remarkable for walking majestically and gracefully; and it is because they constantly go down to
the Nile, to bring up heavy burdens of water upon
their heads." I must also quote another passage
from Mrs. Childs' amusing little book. She has
given descriptions of a few exercises, and concludes
with the following recommendation of Calisthenics :.
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" Many people think them dangerous, because they
confound them with the ruder and more daring
gymnastics of boys; but such exercises are selected
as are free from danger, and it is believed that they
tend to produce vigorous muscles, graceful motion and symnwtry of form."

Fig. 22.

Fig. 23.

Fig. 24.

Fig. 22. This mode of marching gives 11 noble
air to the head and shoulders, such as we imagine
Milton's Eve to have possessed.
" Grace was in all her steps," &c.

She did not, however, sit poring over books till she
had to use such artificial means to make her hold
up her beautiful head. Some of the ancient costumes have very high, heavy head-dresses, which
must have required a good deal of skill in the wear40
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ers to keep them balanced steadily. I have observed that they almost invariably have this fine air,
and graceful tournure ; whether they acquired it in
the way above hinted, it is impossible to tell. Large
bonnets certainly have a contrary effect, and quite
an injurious one, for the wind is apt to take them if
the head is held up; therefore, we often see young
ladies bending over, to meet the blast-on the outside of the bonnet: in this way walking most ungracefully, and contracting the bad habit of stooping.
Fig. 23. The steeple or spectre march. Both
hands are brought as high above the head as possible, and then held together by crossing the thumbs;
a slow march is performed while in this attitude.
Fig. 24. The hands are folded upon the breast
and the head is turned alternately towards the right
and left, looking as far over the shoulders as possible.
For those who have contracted a habit of stooping,
and have become round-shouldered, their heads inclined forward, and chins poking out, the patent
spring is an admirable invention.
The revolving
spring is the same that is used to close heavy gates,
doors, &c. 'When used for the purpose here specified, it is screwed upon a small square block of wood,
which is firmly fastened to the side-wall, or some
other convenient place. A long n arrow slip of wood
is fastened
a brass hinge to the block, so that it

lit
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can be raised or lowered at pleasure; near the end
of this narrow slip a piece of iron is fastened, upon
which the small brass wheel of the patent spring
moves. A cord is fastened through a hole in the
piece of wood; to this cord is attached a headband of thick ribbon, a little bag stuffed with cotton
serves as a cushion, to keep the knot of the cord from
hurting the forehead.

\
Fig. 26.

Fig. 25. The girl, as you see, sits in a chair, with
the band around her head, and pulls up the spring.
You will say, perhaps, that it looks a little Irish, to
pull the head down to keep it up, for this is in fac t
the mode employed; the spring acts with a grea t
deal of force to return to its place; in order to prevent this, the head must be held very straight, and th e
muscles of the neck and shoulders are thus brought
into vigorous exertion. Habitual crookedness is often
occasioned by the weakness of those muscles. Thi s
5
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method is much better than the one usually adopted
of suspending a weight behind by a strap to keep the
head up. As soon as the weight is removed, the head
will drop forward immediately; the muscles on the
forepart of the neck are in this case called into exercise. To prove this; suppose that instead of sitting
with the Jace towards the spring, you were to turn
the back to it, and have the string draw back the
head; in order to keep up the spring, some exertion
must be used: suddenly cut the string and the head
would immediately drop forward-proving
that the
muscles upon the fore part of the neck were those
which were called into action, while those upon the.
back of the neck and between the shoulders were
inactive, and only becoming in .this way more
inefficient.
In farther confirmation of the pro
priety of placing the weight or power in front, it has
been observed that drummers are remarkably straight
men, their heavy drums being suspended in front
by a strap passed over the neck, those muscles about
the neck and shoulders are brought into constant
exertion; pecllers,too, and others who carry weights
in the same manner, are remarkably upright and
broad-chested; while porters, bakers' men, and
others who carry heavy weights upon their shoulders, or suspended behind, are very crooked, and
have their chests contracted.
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Fig. 26. The head-band. It is well to read or
study while sitting in this manner.
It can be done
with perfect ease, and the restraint is then not irksome, indeed it is scarcely felt.
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Fig. 27.

Fig. 27 is a representation of the spring used in
fig. 25.

5th. Those exercises which give grace to Motion.
These are very numerous. If any of them should
seem useless or unimportant, I beg of you to remember that a variety of slow and graceful movements
are necessary in a course of Calisthenics,
There
are so many rapid, vigorous ones, that those mentioned under this head are needed to counteract the
tendency of the former to produce habitually quick
and violent movements. It is the union of strength
and beauty which this system proposes which should
recommend it to your attention.
The awkwardness of boarding-school girls is proverbial, but it is by no means confined to them;
girls who are educated at home, suffer the same
painful feelings when they attempt to move in public. They seem to have as many hands as Briareus,
and their feet are fettered or asleep. The conscious-
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ness of their awkwardness destroys self-possession,
and makes them appear silly and affected. Nothing
could be better calculated to remove this sense of
awkwardness, this dread of moving before others,
than a thorough course of Calisthenics. Accustomed to make all these movements before their teacher
and companions, motion becomes so easy, so much
a thing of course, that they enter, or leave a room,
without embarassment; the supernumerary hands
are annihilated, and the feet completely under the
control of volition.
I have several times mentioned the positions ,you may not be familiar with them; I will before
proceeding any farther, make them so. The five
positions are to dancing and to calisthenics, what
the eight notes are to music, the very foundation;
they ought therefore to be perfectly understood.

Fig. 28.

Fig. 29.

Fig. 30.
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The first position, (fig. 28,) the heels are placed
together, and the feet are turned out so as to be as
nearly in a straight line as possible, and support the
body firmly. At first, this will not be very easily
done, but after a little practice, one can stand with
the feet turned out perfectly straight, with ease. It
is importa_ntin all these exercises, that the feet should
be turned out i-it could be demonstrated that the
base of support is enlarged by this means; besides,
it is impossible to move, or to stand gracefully, unless the fect are turned outward. Nothing gives a
person a more awkward, uncouth appearance, than
turning in the toes. The most exquisitely beautiful statue, would be entirely deformed, if made to
turn in the toes j nay, it would become absolutely
disgusting.
Fig. 29. The second position. The right foot is
extended a little in advance, resting lightly upon the
toe.
Fig. 30. The third position. The right foot is
placed with the heel to the hollow of the left.

5*
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Fig. 32.

Fig. 33.

Fig. 31. The fourth position. The left foot is
extended a little in advance, resting upon the toe.
Fig. 32. The fifth position. The left foot is placed before the right, just touching it nearer to the
toe than in the third position, both feet turned out
as far as can be done with ease.
Fig. 33. Skipping backwards with the arms extended at full length. The feet must be brought
into the third and fifth positions alternately, extending the limbs and slightly bending the knees at each
step. The same step may be taken forwards, with
the hands gently resting upon the shoulders. If
extended when advancing, they throw the weight of
the body forward, and render it difficult to keep the
chest expanded and the body upright. The hands
should therefore be extended when the step is taken
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backward, and placed upon the shoulders when
taken forward.

Fig. 34.

Fig. 35.

Fig. 36.

Fig. 34. Standing in the third position, the left
foot is drawn back and the left knee bent; at the
same time a sweep is made with the right arm so
as to touch the floor with the ends of the fingers;
the arm is then raised over the head, which is at the
same time turned over the right shoulder almost far
enough to see the waist-ribbon behind. The head,
foot and arm, should all be restored to the usual position at the same time. This movement is repeated, changing alternately, the left foot and right arm,
the right foot and left arm. 'This, though a difficult
exercise to describe, is, when slowly and gracefully
performed, extremely beautiful and very useful.
Fig. 36. This is called the Spanish step. The

..
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whole figure is easily swung from side to side, as the
feet are placed, the left before the right, the right before the left,gentlyraising the foot that is behind from
the floor, and alternately lifting the arms, as in 36.

Fig. 39.

The Spanish step is here taken by two together,
who just touch the hands at each step. To vary
the exercises, bells are sometimes used, not dumb
but tongueless.
They are made with a wooden
handle and a bell weighing about a pound. They
are brought together and hit accurately so as to
sound when the hands are placed as in 37 and 38.
It is exceedingly important, in a course of Calisthenics, that all parts of the body should be called
into action, that they may be equally developed. It
has been remarked that artificers who are obliged
constantly to use the upper part of the body, become

CALISTHENICS.

disproportionately large, strong, and muscular, about
the chest and shoulders, their legs continuing small
and weak, for want of equal exercise. Professional
dancers, on the contrary, are often very narrow across
the chest and shoulders, and their arms are thin
and weak, while the ankle and calf of the leg are
strong and large. Even the best dancers are frequently destitute of grace in their common, everyday movements. They are mere walking automata, constrained and stiff. Som~ dancing-masters
may possibly have a fine gait in walking, but generally, they walk very badly.
It is indispensably necessary, in a course of these
exercises, that care should be taken, that after the
arms and shoulders have been vigorously exercised,
the feet should also perform their appropriate part of
the task.
Fig. 39. Standing in the third position, with the
arms hanging naturally at the sides, the right foot
is slowly advanced, pointing down the toe and resting lightly upon it; the left foot is then drawn up to
the right, in the third position; the right is then advanced as at first, the same movement is then made
with the left foot first, sliding forward, one, two,
three, one, two, three, across the whole length of
the room. It is so difficult t9 describe or represent
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motion, that I am not sure that I give you a perfect
idea of what is intended.

Fig. 40.

Fig. 41.

Fig. 42.

Fig. 40. The arms are brought into this position,
so that the elbows are both very near the hips, or
they may be brought so as to touch the hips a few
times, in order to ascertain that they are perfectly
even; this is impossible, where one hip or shoulder
is much higher than the other; this exercise will
prove very satisfactorily whether they are even; if
the result is unfavorable, it should be frequently
practiced as one means of restoring them to place.
After putting the elbows upon the hips, as in fig. 40,
the arms are raised to the full extent, as in 41, and
then brought down again as in 40, and thus many
times repeated.
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Fig. 42. The arms are brought up very slowly
with a rourul movement. You understand this expression, though it may be new to you; angular
positions and sharp motions are awkward and displeasing to the eye; waving and curved lines are
lines of grace and beauty. The arms, as above, are
slowly and gracefully raised, letting the hands fall
as if they were forgotten, until they meet over the
head; they are then slowly extended and dropped,
so as to describe an exact circle, of which the middle
of the chest is the centre.
Fold the arms before and then behind alternately.
Describe a half circle in front with each hand, one
moving up while the other is moving down.
We now come to the momentous task of making
a curtesy I You smile, my friend, but" if a thing is
worth doing, it is worth doing well." Besides, many have felt the awkwardness of not knowing how
to make a curtesy. An American lady was once
presented at a foreign court distinguished for etiquette ; in making her curtesy to the sovereign when
presented, she stepped upon her dress, and tore it
very badly: the sovereign immediately whispered
in the ear of one of his courtiers, "A real Yankee
blunder I"
I
I
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Fig. 44.

Fig. 45.

The right foot being placed in the third position,
the left is then raised upon the toe, and the weight
thrown upon the right foot; the left foot is then
brought behind, as in fig. 44; without altering the
position of the feet, the knees are bent, the weight
coming principally upon the right foot in stooping,
and the left in rising, so as to leave the right free to
advance, after recovering an erect position. The
same motions are made when the left foot happens
to be first, and the right foot is drawn behind. The
bend of the knees should be easy and natural, the
head and shoulders should incline forward a little,
and the arms drop easily at the sides. After becoming familiar with this curtesy, in order to make.
it as easy and natural as possible, it is well to practice in this manner:
Take a small book, and pre-
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sent it in turn, to a whole class, who stand in a line
to receive it. In presenting, curtesy to the one who
takes the book, she does the same, and then returns
it with a curtesy. This is repeated through the
whole class. When the first girl comes to the last
one she leaves the book with her; then she goes
through with the class in the same manner; and so
on, till it has been presented to the whole class by
each individual.

Fig. 46.

Fig. 47.

Holding each a pair of bells, like those described
in page 48, the girls advance with the step, one, two,
three, and touch the bells, first with "the left hands,
then go backward with the same step; advance
again, left foot first, touch the bells with the right
hand,-advance
again with bothhands raised', meet6
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ing the four bells in the middle, as in 48, 49; then
stepping back, both bells a~'edropped so as to swing

Fig. 48.

Fig. 49.

around and touch behind; with the thumbs outward.
This exercise is sometimes practiced for amusement by a whole school. Performers of equal height
are selected; the two who can make the bells strike
exactly together the greatest number of times in suecession, win the game; the whole school taking
their turn. This, when well performed, is a very
graceful and pleasant exercise.
6th.

Those Exercises which increase Muscular
Strength.

All the exercises do this; I shall only mention,
under this head, jumping.
There are cases where
it is very important to know how to jump. When
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a house is in flames; a carriage is driven by an unskilful or a drunken coachman, or when riding upon
an unmanageable horse, a jump, executed with
courage and promptness, might save life or limbs.
To jump with ease and security, two qualities are
necessary; lightness and perpendicularity.
When jumping from a height, the knees should
be bent, the arms extended, and the upper part of
the body inclined forward; the hands should serve
to break the fall. Great care should be observed in
descending, to alight upon the toes, and not upon the
heels; for, in the latter case, a shock is given to the
nerves, which passes through the spine to the crown
of the head; this shock often produces intense pain,
and sometimes lasting injury. It is also useful to
hold the breath while jumping. Do you ask who
could think of all these things in a time of danger?
Every woman who has the presence of mind which
she ought to possess. Our sex often surprise the
other, by the self-command, promptitude and coolness, with which they meet sudden danger. It is
education, in part, that makes so many timid, sensitive, helpless creatures. It has been said, that men
affect more courage than they feel, and women
less, and that this makes the difference seem greater
than it is, in reality. I would not have my countrywomen a race of fearless Amazons, but most heartily
wish, that they might possess that nobleness and su-
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periority of mind which is the foundation of true
courage. Active, operative presence of mind has
been exhibited by some of the most gentle, delicate
and refined of women. It is not in the blood-stained
pages of history alone-the
fatal block of Ann Boleyn, or Mary Queen of Scots, that we can find instances of heroic courage. Every-day life furnishes
innumerable examples of courage, which requires far
more energy of purpose and strength of mind, though
less dazzling in appearance.
In that passive courage, which we call fortitude, women are acknowledged to be superior to men; it is every day called
into exercise i-the occasions for active courage seldom occur i when they do, it is disgraceful to exhibit a weak cowardice.
In order to jump scientifically, some practice is neeessary. As the muscular effort is the same, when

,

I

I
Fig. 51.

Fig. 52.

I
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the jump is made upon a level, as from a height, it is
only necessary to practice jumping upon the floor.
For this purpose, a line is marked about five feet
from the place where the class stands.
Fig. 50 represents the first attitude; 51, the motion through the air; G2, the attitude after alighting.
But I must jump to a conclusion of this long letter.
Yours, truly,
M.
LETTER

VI.

A foot more light, n step more true,
Ne'er from the heath-flower, dashed the dew,
E'en the slight hare-bell raised its head,
Elastic from her airy tread.
SCOTT.
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A quick, light hop, one, two, three, with the arms
as in fig. 53. This springing step must be taken
across a long room, upon the toes, without once
touching the heels to the floor. Marching with a
quick light step, rising upon the toes and pausing
long enough to count four between each step-the
feet turned out. Fig. 54 and 55 represent what
the Freneh call battemens, 55. Standing in the
third position, describe a circle on the floor with the
right foot, bringing it behind, then with the left.
54. Place the heel of the right foot near the toe of
the left, then change, bringing the left foot to the
toe of the right by rising upon the toes; thus repeating it for several times.
8th. Those Exercises which restore the weakened
or distorted members of the system.
As beauty

still has blemish,

... The most accomplished,

and the mind

its imperfect side,

Few bodies are there of that happy mould
But some one part is weaker
The legs, perhaps,

than the rest;

or arms, refuse their load,

Or the chest labors.

ARMSTRONG.

The exercises which have been already described,
are useful under this head. The wand exercises
may be taken with the sliding step, and the quick
hop, moving the feet and arms together.
Where one shoulder projects more than the other,
it will be necessary to use the scillator, which I

°
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will describe, after making some preliminary remarks. And here I cannot forbear extracting some
remarks from the very sensible and judicious writer
to whom I have several times referred, in the course
of these letters." " There are few mothers or teachers, who have not seen the" jutting shoulder." In
spite of the exertions of the governess or schoolmistress, (when the girl has arrived at the tenth or
twelfth year, perhaps earlier,) it is observed that the
child is becoming crooked. The right shoulder projects more than is natural, and is, in common parlance, said to be "growing out." The gait of the
young person appears awkward and shuffling; her
clothes cannot be made to sit well upon her, they
appear to be drawn to the right side.t The sash
encircling her waist is observed to dip towards the
same side. In short she is crooked i her back-bone
is distorted. 'When the deformity is really ascertained to exist, it is c_ertainthat the system of schooldiscipline the child may be pursuing, is erroneous.
The parents should immediately take alarm, and a
different system, founded on more scientific principles, should be adopted. Let it not be argued that
the girl will "outgrow the deformity i" she never
*

Duffin.

t These symptoms denote lateral curvature of the spine-inclination
the rigbt side.
an excurvatlon,

The spine may form an incurvation (bending inward,)
(bending outward).

to
or
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will. 'This, though a common, is a very dangerous
notion. During childhood, back-boards, unyieldrng
stays, constrained positions, concealed pressure, and
similar means, are employed with a view to force in
the projecting shoulder, erroneously said to be
« growing out;" a mode of proceeding almost invariably productive of injury to the form of the chest.
The real origin of the injury not being suspected, a
judicious mode of effecting its removal is scarcely
ever employed.
At a later period of life, mechanical means, being found ineffectual in restraining the
progress of the mischief, are abandoned.
Artifices
of dress are now substituted for mechanical contrivances, and the manipulations of the waiting-maid
supply the place of surgical skill."
Such cases should be carefully watched and judiciously managed from their commencement.
By a
timely and proper course of exercise, they certainly
may, in almost every instance, be entirely cured.
Numerous examples could be brought forward in
proof of this assertion.
THE

OSCILLATOIL

This very useful piece of machinery was invented by a gentleman' and lady who deserve the thanks
of the community and the gratitude of the many in* James K. Casey, Esq.: the inventor of the 'Patent Dormant Balance,'
probably the best machine in usc, for the cure of lateral curvature of LtIG
spine.
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dividuals who have been benefitted by their ingenious inventions.
B

I
~

I

Fig. 56.

Two upright pieces of timber, A A, are fastened to
the floor, and reach the ceiling of the room; a cross
beam, B, is fitted into them and fastened firmly.
Between these timbers is a piece of plank, c, 3 feet
long, 10 inches wide, and about an inch thick; this
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is screwed down to the floor; D, is a wooden screw;
upon it another board, E, of the size of the board c,
is fastened so as to move up and down. Ropes are
fastened to the ends of the board E, which pass
through pullies f f f 1, to two levers, g g, to which
the ropes are fastened. These levers are screwed to
the upright timbers A A, about two and a half feet
from the floor; weights, h. h, are suspended upon
them and fastened by screws, so that they can be
moved at pleasure.
The weights are each 15
pounds, but by moving them to the ends of the lever
they are increased to 60 pounds.
The mode of using the Oscillator.
The feet are first fixed firmly upon the board in
the first position. (There are loops to tak.e hold in
the ropes at convenient distances, for persons of different height.) The person takes hold of the ropes
nearlyas high as they can reach. The right foot
is next slowly extended to the edge of the board,
then the left. The weight of the body is suffered
to come upon the left foot, by which means one side
of the board, E, is brought down till it touches the
end of the board c; then the other side is brought
down by the right foot in the same manner. In
doing this, you observe the weights are raised, and
of course much muscular strength is exerted.
After sitting for some time at the piano, writing-
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desk, &c., the exercise upon the Oscillator is a very
excellent mode of restoring the action of the system.
It is only used for a few minutes in such cases.
The main use of this machine is to bring into place
hips or shoulders that are distorted, and it is an admirable contrivance for that purpose. The extension given must necessarily move every muscle, and
act directly upon the spine, and if there is only a
slight distortion of the spine, it will soon be remedied
by the careful use of this machine. In more obstinate cases of this" scourge of the fashionable world,"
in addition to Calisthenics, the, ingenious machine
mentioned in the note, page 60, is strenuously recommended.
9th. These exercises prevent Tight Lacing.
It must be evident that it would be impossible to
perform these varied manteuvres unless the dress
were so loose and easy as to give perfect freedom to
every limb and muscle. Let this freedom be for
some time enjoyed, and the restraints of buckram,
whalebone- and wood, become intolerable. When
it is proved, too, how much more grace and elegance
the human figure possesses when freed from these
unnatural incumbrances, there is seldom any desire
to resume them.
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Fig. 58.

Fig. 57. You will laugh at this awkward looking figure. Two weights are placed upon the floor,
and she is stooping to take them up without bending the knees. It gives extension to the spine. In
order to reach the weights without bending the
knees, the arms are first raised to the full extent,
and then brought down to the weights; they are
taken up, and when the form is upright they are
swung backward and forward a few"times, and then
replaced in the same manner as they were taken
from the floor.
Fig. 58. With a sudden jerk, bring the elbows as
near each other behind, as possible. You see, my
friend, it would be impossible to perform these exercises encased in armour.
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Fig. 59.

Fig. 60.

Fig. 59. With the arms.in this attitude, make a
low bow forward, and then bend backward as far
as possible.
Fig. 60, Place the arms alternately in' this position with great rapidity.
Corsets for girls should be as simple and as easy
as they can be made; nothing more should be
sought in the use of them, than to give the dress a
neat, tidy appearance.
Health cannot be preserved,
the physical powers cannot acquire energy, nor the
form be symmetrically developed, if cramped by
those life-destroyers, fashionable corsets. More deformity has been produced than ever was prevented
by them j yet, it is a common idea that the form is
improved while growing, by the use of them. Na7
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ture is amply and adequately provided with the
means for bringing her works to perfection, and it
is only when her efforts are thwarted by extraneous
causes, that disorder and derangement are produced.
How strange, how whimsical have been the ideas
of different nations on this subject.
" Some nations have fancied that nature did not
give a good shape to the head, and thought it would
be better to mould it into the shape of a sugar-loaf.
The Chinese think a woman's foot much handsomer, if squeezed into a third part of its natural size.
Some African nations have a like quarrel with the
shape of the nose, which they think ought to be laid
as flat as possible to .the face. We laugh at the folly
and are shocked at the cruelty of these barbarians,
but think it a very clear case that the natural shape
of a woman's chest is not so elegant as we can make
it by the confinement of stays. But nature has
shown her resentment of this practice in a very
striking manner, by rendering above half the 100men of fashion deformed in some degree or other.
Deformity (of this kind) is peculiar to the civilized
part of mankind, and is almost always the work
of our own hands.
The superior strength, just
proportion, and agility of savages, are entirely the
effects of their hardy education, of their living
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mostly in the open air, and of their limbs never
having suffered any confinement?"
What would our attenuated belles say, to being
fatted up like the African beauties, till they can
~bardly walk; so great is the unnatural weight thus
acquired?
"Every part of the youthful frame
should be unconstrained, but especially the chestif compression must be resorted to, for elegance and
fashion's sake, let it be the fashion to bind the hands
and feet, and not the viscera on which life more immediately depends."t
I did not intend to dwell so long upon this part of
the subject, but it is of such vital importance that
* An essay quoted by Shaw, which was published many years ago, and
. dedicated to Lord Lyttleton.
t LadlesvMagaztne for January, 1831. From the the same able article
on (( the Physical Education of Woman," the following is extracted.-It Two things are needed in Boston, and perhaps every
where else.
One is,
a woman, who will learn 1,0 demonstrate the anatomy of the chest, at least,
to aU females, that they. may know for themselves and for their offspring,
more than they will believe without seeing and feeling, as did the incredulous
Apostle, who thrust his finger into tbe wounded side of the Redeemer. ';'le1l
may write, but people will not read or cannot understand: and there is obvious impropriety in anatomical lectures delivered by men to classes of females; but, if a properly educated woman, of strong mind and heart,
would undertake such a task in behalf of her sex, she would deserve the
appellation of Apostle of usefulness to a misguided generation. Tbe other
needful thing is, a system of Calisthenic exercises, in a proper place, with
proper apparatus-and
under a scientific and practical i nstructer, Our
opinion is, that if people die of consumption, it is in most cases by foul playeither the person commits SUicide, or is the victim of murderous managementon the part of others,"
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I could not can c~~ti?usly avoid it; much more
might be said, but I forbear.
Yams, &c.

M.

LETTER

VII.

The 10th reason mentioned in favor of Calisthenics, was, that they promote Cheerfulness.
" The perpetual restraint under which a girl is
kept from the first dawn of intellect, robs her of that
exercise to which nature prompts, and fritters down,
subdues or destroys her emotions," while it banishes
prematurely all the buoyancy and activity of youth.
Unhappily, so confirmed, do inactive habits of
body become, that in many cases, the least exertion
is fatiguing, and produces hitter complaints, and even
anger.
A girl who would commit ten pages to
memory without murmuring, would not, perhaps,
walk twenty rods without fretting and scolding, and
actually feeling exausted by such an enormous exertion of physical power.
Too often the short space of time not devoted to
study, is employed in poring over the pages of some
old or new sentimental novel, which will almost inevitably produce a sickly sensibility, a morbid deli-
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cacy of feeling and taste, destructive to the happiness
and usefulness of after life.
The seeds of that discontented, repining, capricious
spirit,-the torment of domestic life-are often sown
at school. Wearied out with study, and dull for
want of exercise, girls often send their thoughts to
their distant homes. Memory, aided not a little by
imagination, pourtrays that 'sweet horne' a perfect
paradise. They lament their hard fate in being
banished from their Eden, and literally, making
the worst of every thing about them, they become
ill-humored, selfish and unkind-wanting
in politeness to their teachers and their companions, and
miserably discontented with themselves.
This
is often, very often, entirely the result of a disordered state of the physical system, produced by want of
exercise ::-,.
" The heart a torpid winter leads,
And each clogged function lazily moves on."
«

It would afford room for much interesting spe-

culation, were we to trace the mysterious connexion
that exists between corporeal and mental defects;
to inquire into the harshness of a Johnson, and the
melancholy of a Pascal," the passionate violence of
a Q,ueen Elizabeth, and the sweet temper of the
actively benevolent Mrs. Fry.
Calisthenics soon overcome reluctance to motion.
7*
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Vigorous exercise sends the blood bounding through
the veins, and produces natural heathful excitement.
Activity becomes pleasurable. The dark cloud of
sullenness, which has shaded and disfigured the
countenance, passes away, leaving it bright and
glowing with health and good humor.
A more cheerful group can scarcely be imagined,
than a school released for a while to practice Calisthenics.
Unless they were really enjoyed, they
could not be very beneficial. You have only to see
the expression of hilarity on every countenance, and
hear the oft-repeated joyous laugh, to give you
abundant evidence that there are zest and pleasure
in the exercises.
There is a little French play called' La Grace,'
which well deserves the name, so beautiful are the
attitudes and movements of the players.
A small light hoop of wood, about nine inches in
diameter, is bound with ribbon, which is tastefully
tied in a bow on each side. The players have each
two sticks about a foot and a half long, smaller at
one end than the other, like the perpendicular slats
of the back of a bamboo chair. 'I'he hoop is tossed
from one player to another, and caught upon these
sticks. They are held crossing each other when
the hoop is sent off, and straight, about four inches
apart, when it is to be caught.
Sometimes the
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Fig. 62.

players choose sides; nine or ten playing on a side.
The side first played out, of course, loses the game.
This is a much better exercise than battledoor, because both arms are constantly used. It is useful in
a system of Calisthenics, not merely as an amusement, but it promotes easy, natural motion; it is
well, often to conclude the other exercises with a
game of La Grace.
By speaking so often of the school-room, and of
the importance of these exercises for schools, I may
have unintentionally, led you to suppose that they
are only suitable for those institutions. Far from it,
my friend, they are equally needed in families.'
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Every mother who has young daughters, should at"
tend to the subject herself; she should, if possible,
qualify herself to join in their exercises; it will contribute much to her own health and happiness, thus
to join in her children's recreations. If she knows
the value of a good temper, how much more it contributes to the comfort of domestic life than all the
refinements of fashionable education, or the brightest scintillations of genius without it, she will not
neglect its cultivation. "Deformed persons," says
Lord Bacon, "are commonly even with nature; for
as nature has done ill by them, so do they by nature, being for the most part (as the scripture saith.)
void of natural affection, and so they have their revenge of nature." There have been noble exceptions to this; men distinguished for mental superiority, and even for amiable and benevolent dispositions. It would seem, that nothing but religion,
could have achieved such a victory over the evil
propensities of the human heart. No parent would
willingly expose a child to such a trial of his moral
strength. Let it be the anxious endeavor of every
mother, to prevent those physical evils, for which no
brilliancy of talent, no elegance of mind can atoneif they produce an irritable temper-a
discontented
disposition.
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11th. They render the Mind more strong and
active.
"Exercise is not only useful in adding to the
symmetry of the form, but also in lighting up and
invigorating the spark by which that form is animated and beautified."
The body is incapable of more than a certain definite proportion of exertion; IV hen this is expended,
what becomes of the mind?
Can it act without its
companion?
Can it reason, judge, remember, with
full force, when 'the exhausted frame is unfit to perform its duties? It is very true, that the soundest
minds are not always found in the strongest bodies;
and equally true, that a mighty, gigantic mind, may
dwell in a weakly, care-worn, diseased frame. Notwithstanding, you will allow that a sound, healthful
constitution of body, must materially aid mental operations. In order to preserve this, all the means ordained by Nature for its preservation, should be
carefully and constantly used.
.
After an hour or two of intense mental application, fifteen or twenty minutes should be spent in
exercise. The greater progress made in study the
next hour, will more than redeem the time thus
employed.
Those who discover decided genius early in life,
ometimes suffer by intensity of application. Stimu-
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lated by injudicious praise, and urged on by their
parents and teachers, they advance in the outset of
their career with more speed than prudence. It is
not well in any race to advance too rapidly at first;
a gradually-increasing, sure pace, is wisely chosen by
those who would first reach the goal; those seldom
win, whose bounding coursers start at full speed.
We might often trace to physical causes, those lamentable failures which have occasioned such severe
disappointment to parents, where precocity of genius
has led them to anticipate the most brilliant career
for their gifted offspring. Premature talents are very
undesirable.
Plants are much more strong and
healthy, when they gradually unfold themselves under the natural genial influence of sun, air, and the
rains of heaven, than when forced into maturity by
the skill of the gardener. Not only the beauty and
fragrance of the flower, but the full ripeness and rich
flavor of the fruit, depend upon this gradual developement,
The 12th and last reason mentioned, was; These
exercises are conducive to general health.
This seems to have been partly anticipated under
some of the other general divisions; I must, however, add some further remarks, conne ted with this
part of the subject.
You would think it a gross absurdity, were I to
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enter into a labored argument to prove that women
need health. Yet this plain fact has been questioned, if the old adage be true, that 'actions speak louder than words.'
It has been thought vulgar, to possess 'rude
health.'
The delicate, interesting beings, withering
like a rose-bud ere it expands, have called forth not
only sympathy, but admiration and itffection.
v
The little attention hitherto bestowed upon physical education has produced this result, namely; to
nurture fragile, delicate creatures, who must wither,
or be swept away by the first rude blast of real life
to which they are exposed. The horror of being
dumpy and stout, has prevented them, when there
was any such alarming tendency, from indulging
freely their natural appetite for food. The model of
perfection in their minds, has been a shadowy, sylph-like being,
" Of so thin and transparent a hue,
"You might have seen the moon shine through."

If the ruddy glow of health has been wanting, parents and teachers have not been quite as anxious as
they should have been to restore it, misled by these
erroneous ideas of what constituted female elegance
and beauty.
Those who have not sacrificed health to these
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absurd notions, have as effectually done it in another
way:
" In study, some protract the silent hours,
As when the chilling east invades the Spring,
The delicate narcissus pines away
In hectic languor, and a slow disease,"

so fade these ever-studious ones. Often have I
gazed with delight, upon a face refined and beautified
by mental elevation and moral worth, shining with
angel brightness, and turned away in sorrow, as the
conviction forced itself upon my mind, that this was
only a splendid, beautiful ruin. The exterior of
the noble temple was still perfect, but the desolating
fire which lighted it up so gloriously was fearfully
raging within, and would soon accomplish its destruction.
The guardians of youth awfully neglect their duty, when they forget that mind forms only a part of
the delicate and beautiful structure committed to
their care. It is time they were awake and on the
alert; the knell of those who have been hurried by
neglect or injudicious management, to their untimely graves, is sounding in their ears-will they not
take the alarm ?
The natural constitution of the female sex is
delicate, and therefore needs the more care.This is wisely ordered. Man, robust and daring,
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loves to be the protector, the defender of the' weaker sex.' It inspires him with a tenderness of affection to which he would otherwise be a stranger.
" The bird that we nurse,
Is the bird that we love."

Our Creator has made this physical difference
wide enough without any efforts on our part to increase it; on the contrary, it is our duty, religiously,
sacredly to preserve our constitutions, and tho e
committed to our care, from injury.
We love to
depend for support upon others; we rejoice that
strength and power are given to man, and shelter
ourselves beneath his protecting arm;
still we
should increase our own firmness and vigor, and
during the season of childhood and youth, carefully
preserve the health which God has given our
daughters.
The varied and arduous duties which woman

is called upon toperform, require vigoro~ts health.
A daughter, a sister, a wife, a mother, how important the station she holds!
. It is her high duty and her holy privilege to be
, a ministering angel' to the weak, the sorrowing,
the suffering, and the dying. To watch unwearied
by the couch of sickness; to bear with the infirmities of the aged; to endure with untiring patience
the cries of helpless infancy, and the petulance of
8
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childhood; to soften the waywardness and turbulence of youth, and to soothe by kindness, minds
rendered peevish and irritable by constant intercourse
with a hard, unfeeling world.
Often, she is left upon the stormy ocean of life, to
buffet the waves alone. Alone, did I say? No;
when they roar and rage tumultuously, threatening
to destroy her, she lifts the eye or faith to "the
widow's God and Judge, the Father of the fatherless,
in his holy habitation."
The ivy which has long
fondly clung around the oak, torn from its friendly
support when the tree is felled by the resistless stroke,
at first, trembles and shrinks from every blast, but at
length, it lifts itself heavenward, grows strong and
vigorous, even yielding shelter and aid to the fragile
little plants that wind around the parent vine.
To woman, the task is mainly committed to
mould the plastic mind; to lead by precept and example, into the paths of usefulness and virtue; to
stimulate to holy and noble deeds; and, dread responsibility! to secure eternal happiness to her offspring, by forming their characters upon the perfect
model of our Blessed Redeemer.
Alas! how many
can answer from their own sorrowing hearts-' who
is sufficient for these things l' Health is gone, and
with it all the energies, physical and mental, which
are so much needed.
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If, then, we would fit our daughters for their
high duties and responsibilities, let us pour instruction into their minds like a mighty river; let us
polish their manners and refine and elevate their affections, and at the same time, carefully preserve the
material of the system.
I will just hint to you, in conclusion, some of the
heneficial effects of calisthenics in promoting general health.
The appetite is increased, and the digestive organs
strengthened, to perform their office. You will say,
ph' haps, that I am like some venders of quack me.dicines, whose nostrums will cure all "the ills that
'flesh is heir to." Nevertheless, I say unhesitatingly,
that nothing has ever been prescribed for our sex,
in cases of dyspepsia, so _efficacious, "so certain
a cure," as calisthenics. The person" who was said
to have vanquished the monster by some new and
wonderful means, when his secret was revealed to
the world, candidly confessed, that diet and exercise were the most sovereign remedies.
I have
proved by actual experiment, attended with complete success, the remedy which I so confidently
prescribe.
,As head-ache, weak eyes, and pain in the limbs,
often arise from the disordered state of the stomach,
~ Mr. Halsted.
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occasioned by inactive habits, by bringing the inert
mass into action, these will be thrown off. Do you
say I have discovered 'the grand panacea l' Try
it yourself, try it for your daughters, and may Heaven bless it, as the means of your perfect restoration.
Yours, truly,

M.

LETTER

VIII.

The mind that directs the material of a school,
should be 'learned, wise, judicious.'
It is no trifling
employment.
The management of the human
frame, with all its nicely organized parts,
"A harp of thousand strings,"

should not be committed to unskilful hands.
- The beautiful remains of Grecian sculpture which
have been saved from. the wreck of that glorious
land, prove that physical education was considered
very important, by that refined and elegant people.
The symmetrical developement of the human form;
was made an object of assiduous care, and models
were thus furnished to their artists, which genius
has made immortal in marble.
Health and Beauty are twin sisters, and have only
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been considered strangers by those whom Fashion
and Folly have held under their dominion.
In every seminary for young ladies, there should
be a teacher of Calisthenics. If the school is too
small to support the expense of a separate teacher, it
should be joined to some other department, which
is filled by an able instructress. To adopt the suitable exercises to each individual; to study their effect, and pursue, or relinquish, as circumstances require, to analyze the causes of distortion, of ungraceful movement, of muscular weakness, of general debility, and judiciously apply the remedy, surely demands no common share of penetration and acquired information. Time, and study, and thought,
are necessary. An additional sum paid by each
parent to defray the expense of a teacher, who would
be constantly devoted to the care of the health and
manners and physical habits of his child, would do
her more real service than the vast sums which he
willingly expends for comparatively useless accomplishments.
The time, I trust, is not far distant, when Calisthenics will be introduced into every female school
in the United States.
After reviewing the course of these exercises,
which I have given you, I am glad to learn, that, in
your opinion, "there is nothing either boisterous,
8*
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Tude, vulgar, or indecorous, in them i"- you farther
say, that" they are not dangerous." I cannot say
as much for all the French and English exercises
which I have seen i some of them are improper for
girls, and others appear to me dangerous.
I am
confident that improvements may still be made, and
other exercises added. Whenever this is done, I
shall communicate them with pleasure.
Do not suppose that in my devotion to the subject, I have forgotten that other exercises are beneficial. Riding on horseback, where it can be practiced, is a very healthful and delightful exercise, too
popular and too fashionable to need any labored
recommendation.
A medical writer of some eminence has, however, given this salutary caution:
" When young ladies are educated at home, horse
exercise is in general very desirable, where it can
be attained.
It must not, however, be denied, that
the propriety of this kind of exercise for delicate females, in whom there exists any tendency to distortion of the spine, has been questioned; since from
the awkward position in which it obliges them to sit
upon the saddle, a disposition to curvature is apt to
be induced.?"
A walk in good weather, and a long
one, too, is healthful and agreeable.
As it is well to
have an object in view, when walking, I would, but
*

Bell.
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not on this account alone, strenuously recommend
the study of Botany.
Rambles in pursuit of plants,
over hill and dale, scrambles up the rocks and mountains to gather the delicate flowers concealed among
them, afford exhilarating exercise. " Eaton's Manual of Botany," and Mrs. Lincoln's late work, for
young botanists, are invaluable walking companions.
Drawing from nature is also an admirable method
of increasing the pleasure and profit of a walk.
The sketch of a single picturesque old tree, may
often be placed in the port-folio, and a walk that
would otherwise be tame and tedious, thus becomes
interesting in a high degree.
But these exercises do not supersede the necessity
for regular ones, which can be practiced at any hour,
without asking permission of 'wind or weather.'
Yours, &c.

M.

LETTER

IX.

The explanations and illustrations which have
been given, are, I trust, sufficiently plain to enable
you to teach your daughters this course of Calisthen-
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ics. I would suggest the following order of learning them; afterwards, you can practice those which
you find most useful, in any order that suits your
convenience.
" Begin with gentle toils, and as your nerves
Grow firm, to hardier by just steps aspire."

First Lesson.-The Five Positions, pages 44, 46.The Curtesy, p. fi2. But, by no means, bend as
awkwardly as figure 45. It is impossible to represent this motion, so as to give a perfect idea of it,
by any drawing, however well executed.
Second Lesson.-Page 50, figs. 40, 41, 42. Page 35,
figs. 13, 14, 15.
Third Lesson.-Page 39, figs. 22, 23,24.
Fourth Lesson.- The Wand Exercises-p. 33; figs.
7,8, D. Page 34, figs. 10,11,12.
Fifth Lesson.-TheWeight
Exercises, pp. 36, 37.
Sixth Lesson.-Pages 46, 47, figs. 33,34,35.
Seventh Lesson.-Pages 47, 48, figs. 36,37,38, 39.
Eighth Lesson.- The Triangle Exercises-pp. 30,31;
figs. 4, 5, 6.
Ninth Lesson.-Presenting the Book, described p. 52.
The Exercise with Bells, pp. 53, 54; figs. 46, 47,
48,49.
Tenth Lesson -Page 57, figs. 53, 54,55.
Eleventh Lesson.-The Jump-p. 56; figs. 50,51,52.
Twelfth Lesson.-Pages 64,65; figs. 57, 58, 59, 60.
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7'hirteenth Lesson.:-: The Patent Spring-e-p. 41. The
Play, La Grace, r- 71.
Fourteenth Lesson.-The
Oscillator.
Fifteenth Lesson.-The
Step, described in P: 46, fig.
33-with the wand or cane help over the head, as
in p. 33, fig. 8.
Sixteenth Lessoll.-Ho Iding the wand as in figure 11 ;
advance with the light step, page 48, fig. 39; moving the cane, in advancing, so as to place the right
and left hands alternately, just above the forehead.
Some practice will be necessary in order to render
these exercises familiar.
I would observe en passant, that each one should be perfectly learnt, before
proceeding to another.
The best time for daily exercise, is in the morning,
before breakfast, and in the evening for half an hour
before going to bed. Besides this, fifteen or twenty
minutes during school-hours in the morning, and
the same in the afternoon.
The dress should be
perfectly loose and easy while exercising, so as not
to obstruct or prevent freedom of motion.

THE

APPARATUS

NECESSARY

FOR

A SCHOOL,

Eight or ten weights; described, page 36. In
exercising, they can be passed from one to another.
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A dozen or twenty bamboo canes or light wooden
ones.
The Triangle. (Page 29.)
The patent springs.
The hoop and sticks for the game of La Grace.
Two pair of Bells i described, page 48.
The Oscillator, (page 61) though not absolutely
necessary, would be a very valuable addition, especially if there are any cases among the pupils of
curvature of the spine.
After the exercises have been thoroughly learnt
from a teacher, the pupils should give them out under her superintendence.
She has then an opportunity to know who are the best scholars, to correct
_ trifling defects which would not otherwise have
been observed, and to bring more to exercise at once,
than if she alone gave out the exercises. This system of mutual instruction also stimulates to exertion. Monitors should be chosen from the best scholars, and rewards for excellence offered, that they
may engage with spirit and become expert and
graceful in the exercises. To conclude, every effort
should be made on the part of the teacher, to make
the Calisthenics as agreeable and interesting as possible.
She should be cheerful and animated herself, and
join in all the innocent recreations of her pupils,

'j
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without fear of losing her dignity, or their respect.
True dignity of deportment arises from well founded
self-respect. False dignity, from the effort to extort
respect from others, for excellence of which there is
no internal consciousness.
The first is like a river,
still, deep and beautiful, flowing from a never-failing
fountain; the last, a brawling, foaming mountainstream, fed only by snow, which melts away at the
first glance of summer's sun.
With the best wishes for your success, as a teacher
of Calisthenics, and in all your arduous duties as a
~other, I am, my dear friend,
Yours, truly.
M.

